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SCHOOL BALANCED SCORECARD GUIDE 
 
 
 

 
 

 What is the School Balanced Scorecard?  
 

The School Balanced Scorecard provides data to support continuous school improvement efforts across school 
communities and the District’s central office. The indicators for 2013-14 represent areas of focus for the new school 
year, and the 2012-13 School Balanced Scorecard shows baseline data for the past school year. 
 
The School Balanced Scorecard data helps to monitor our progress toward achieving the vision of the District 
Strategic Plan. The Scorecard aspires to focus on and prioritize specific indicators, while respecting that other 
indicators not represented here remain important.  Progress on indicators within the Scorecard help in differentiating 
support to schools, as well as provide the public with important information about individual and collective school 
progress. 
 
We will continue to solicit your feedback and examine these indicators on a yearly basis to ensure that they are 
helping to move our collective efforts towards continuous school improvement.  The goal will be to maintain a 
limited number of indicators in order to reinforce the value of FOCUS. 
 
 

 How was the Scorecard developed?  
 
The School Balanced Scorecard was developed to focus on a few of the goals and measures contained in the 2013-14 
Goals for Schools. This 2013-14 Goals for Schools includes a larger a set of goals organized by the big 5 goal areas of 
the District Strategic Plan: 1) Safe, Healthy & Supportive Schools; 2) Prepared for Success in College & Careers; 3) High 
Quality & Effective Instruction; 4) Building the Full Service Community District; 5) Accountable for Quality. 
 
Where possible, multiple years of data for each goal were examined for growth trends and absolute levels of 
achievement.  A group of principals was consulted regarding the development and refinement of metrics used in the 
scorecard. Each goal was then assessed to ensure that it met the standard of being a S.M.A.R.T. goal (Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-bound). 
 
We adopted the motto of Sanger Unified School District: “What gets tracked is what gets done.” We see the School 
Balanced Scorecard as a continuous improvement monitoring tool for both schools and central 
office, with the recognition that schools cannot achieve all of the Scorecard goals without central supports. 
 
 

 
 What support will schools receive to meet the targets?  

 
The professional learning calendar for the networks, led by Network Executive Officers and Directors of Instruction, 
will be focused on the targets set forth in the Scorecard.  These professional learning opportunities will include 

BACKGROUND 
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specific protocols and facilitated cycles of inquiry to review and utilize data to inform the action planning related to 
Scorecard targets.   

 
This year, the data flash drives provided to all schools in August contain data organized around the indicators and 
targets identified in the Scorecard.  Ongoing data updates provided throughout the year will also focus on the 
Scorecard targets.  Some reports will include multi-year data to assist school communities in looking at trends over 
time, or in their analyses of root causes and action planning. 

 
This year, we will also identify and share practices in our schools that are achieving accelerated improvement in areas 
tied to the Scorecard targets.  These will be included in written communications, network collaborative inquiry 
sessions, principal mentoring settings, and through specific knowledge sharing events to be developed over the 
course of the year. 

 
 

 What can schools expect if they meet a target?  
 
As set out in Michael Fullan’s article on the “wrong drivers,” school systems that demonstrate significant 
improvements for all students focus on building capacity.  In doing so, when a school has achieved its targets, 
what are they to do next?  Help others.  The moral imperative to develop the social capital within and among schools, 
as set out in Fullan’s framework, reinforces the belief that we have a responsibility not only to the success of our 
individual school, but to contribute to the quality and success of other schools as well. 
 
Through models of pairing schools, and partnering high performing schools with those continuing to develop, 
opportunities for improvement across the system are expanded.  Many school systems nationally and internationally 
have successfully experienced the benefits of pairing schools that have achieved the performance goals set for them, 
with other schools that have yet to meet those goals.  In doing so, we leverage the strength and influence of peer 
relationships, and model the need to move beyond trying to change the system by one teacher or one school at a 
time. 
 
Our plan is to utilize our existing structures such as Regional / High School Networks, mentor programs, Inquiry 
Cohorts, Instructional Rounds, and School Quality Reviews and to modify them, where possible, in ways that can 
support this pairing and sharing concept. We will also collaboratively develop new structures within which to link 
schools that have met targets with schools that are still developing, in order to support continuous improvement 
across the system. 

 
 

 What can schools expect if they do not meet a target?   
 
Depending upon the target(s) not met, schools can expect some of the following steps to be taken to expand and 
target supports and resources in order to build capacity for continuous improvement: 
 
 Through the Community Schools Strategic Site Plan (CSSSP) and process, prioritization of Cycles of Inquiry and 
Action Planning specifically to address the unmet targets, 
 
 Coordinated and differentiated support in the form of relevant data and evidence, tools to support the quality use 
of data and evidence,  
 
 Consultancies and other collaborative inquiry protocols to assist in root cause analysis and improvement planning,  
 
 Training and professional development specific to effective practices associated with improving the areas of focus 
for the school’s ongoing improvements. 
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This may sound like a tall order, and no doubt it is.  However, by establishing common metrics against which to 
monitor progress across schools, we increase our organizational capacity to pay greater attention to how our 
centrally delivered supports and services actual help (or not) the improvement efforts within schools. Without these 
aligned metrics, we are stabbing in the dark, and the likelihood diminishes that we will develop real strengths in 
areas such as reducing chronic absence or improving A-G completion rates. 
 
Most importantly, we intend to build a culture where regular, ongoing reflection and accounting of our individual 
and collective progress towards our goals is less frequently experienced as a “gotcha,” and more often experienced as 
part of a truly supportive, nonjudgmental and transparent process that guides improvements, builds capacity, and 
achieves the desired results for the children and families we serve. 
 
 

 When will updated versions of the Scorecard be released? 
 
A fully updated Scorecard will be released annually at the beginning of the new school year, with data showing 
progress toward meeting the S.M.A.R.T. goals set the previous year. 
 
During the school year, there will be two progress updates (in Winter and Spring), with data for the year-to-date for 
those measures such as chronic absence levels or reading lexile growth that change over the course of the school 
year. 
 
 

 Why is the data for some targets pending? 
 
Some indicators and metrics are new, so we need to develop the data collection system. For example, we have a goal 
for all 6th and 9th graders to develop their own college and career plans by the end of Fall semester. These plans were 
successfully piloted for some 9th graders last year, but this will be the first year of implementation district-wide. 
Therefore, 2013-14 will be a year to collect baseline data. 
 
In other cases, such as timely IEP completion, we need to work on a central system to ensure that IEP completion 
records are up-to-date and accessible. 
 
Therefore, over the course of the year, we will be developing systems and structures to gather the appropriate data 
and include that data in future scorecard updates, either as a baseline or as a measure of growth. 
 
Additionally, each target has undergone a rigorous process of looking at multi-year tends wherever possible in order 
to establish targets that are S.M.A.R.T. (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Timebound).  A few metrics 
established within the Scorecard are still undergoing this analysis in order to establish S.M.A.R.T. targets.  Once this is 
completed in the fall, targets will be incorporated into the first scheduled update of the Scorecard in Winter 2014. 
 

 What is the difference between percent changes and percentage point changes? 
 

Percentage point (abbreviated as p p ) refers to a percentile point on a 100-point scale.  If we say that 
the goal for SRI participation is to increase the percent of students making one or more years of lexile gains between 
the first and last administrations by 10 percentage points annually, it means that the goal is to go from 72% to 82% 
participation between the fall and spring SRI administrations.  It does not mean that the goal is to increase by only 10 
percent, which would only mean increasing from 72% to 79%. 
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Percent refers to a percentage of a baseline or other comparison number.  For example, if we say that 
the goal for reducing chronic absence is to reduce by 20%, it means that the goal is to reduce the proportion of 
chronically absent students at a school by 20% of last year’s chronic absence rate.  So if your school’s chronic absence 
rate was 10% at the end of 2012-13 school year, the goal for 2013-14 is to reduce that rate by 2 percentile points (or 
20% of last year’s rate), to a rate of 8%. 
 

 

 
 

 What is chronic absence? 
 
A student is defined as chronically absent if he or she misses 10% or more of school days for any reason, excused or 
unexcused. That’s about 18 days a year, or an average of just two days a month.  
 
 

 Why focus on chronic absence? 
 
National and local research clearly shows that chronic absence marks a “tipping point” that has an impact on student 
learning and achievement, with both short-term and long-term consequences.  Missing too much kindergarten, for 
example, affects not only kindergarten early literacy, but also predicts third grade and fifth grade reading levels.  The 
same is true for math. 
 
Typically, school systems focus on Average Daily Attendance (ADA) and truancy (unexcused absences). However, 
ADA can hide deceptively high rates of chronic absenteeism.  Oakland research showed that seven schools -- all with 
95% ADA -- had chronic absence rates ranging from a low of 5.8% to a high of 17.3%. Likewise, focusing only on 
truancy misses those students with excused absences who are missing too much school and whose learning and 
academic achievement are most likely to suffer. 
 
Reducing school-wide chronic absence rates to just 5% or less of enrolled students means that most students are not 
missing so much school that their academic learning suffers. It also means that the school can provide more targeted 
resources and supports to increase attendance among this relatively small proportion of chronically absent students. 
 

 
 How is the chronic absence rate calculated? 

 
A student is identified as chronically absent if he or she has missed 10% of school days for the year-to-date, or if a 
student has missed 18 or more school days in a 180-day school year.  A school’s chronic absence rate is calculated by 
dividing the number of chronically absent students by the total school enrollment. 
 
Note:  Because the continuation high schools calculate attendance at an hourly rate and provide opportunities for 
students to make up missed hours outside the regular school day, the method used to calculate chronic absence 
needs to be different. The same is true for other alternative education programs such as Independent Studies. Over 
the next school year, we will work to develop a meaningful attendance or chronic absence metric for these schools. 
 
 
 
 

Chronic Absence 
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 What are suspensions? 
 

Suspensions in this case refer to out-of-school suspensions, not on-campus suspensions or office referrals that do not 
result in removing a student from school. The data for out-of-school suspensions are based on AERIES discipline 
records entered at school sites, which show an infraction code between 1 and 24 as the Primary Offense code. All 
California Department of Education discipline codes between 1 and 24 are reserved for out-of-school suspension 
records. 

 
 

 Why focus on suspensions? 
 
Suspensions punish and remove students from the classroom learning environment. Along with attendance and 
failing course grades, suspensions are a key early warning indicator of a student’s likelihood of dropping out of 
school. Suspension rates are also one indicator of overall school culture and climate. 

 
In Oakland, African American students in particular are suspended at a disproportionate rate. In the 2011-12 school 
year, for example, African American students made up 32% of all OUSD students, but were 63% of all OUSD students 
who were suspended.  African American male students made up 16% of all OUSD students, but were 41% of all OUSD 
students who were suspended. All other ethnicity groups are underrepresented among suspended students as 
compared to their percentage of the overall OUSD enrollment.  For example, in 2011-12, Latino students made up 
38% of OUSD students, but were only 27% of the students who were suspended. Latino males made up 20% of OUSD 
students, and 19% of suspended students. 

 
In October 2012, OUSD voluntarily adopted an Office of Civil Rights Agreement to Resolve OUSD’s disproportionate 
school discipline of African American students. This agreement is also referred to as the “Voluntary Resolution Plan.”  
By entering into this agreement, OUSD is committing to the transformation of school cultures in such a way that 
eliminates the disproportionate suspension and school discipline for African American students by the year 2017. 

 
Although the focus is on eliminating disproportionality in school discipline for African American students, we want to 
reduce suspension rates across the board, and keep all students in the classroom engaged in learning. For 
elementary schools, the goal is to reduce suspensions to 1% of students or less for the school as a whole and for all 
groups of students.  For secondary schools, the goal is to reduce suspensions to 5% of students or less for the school 
as a whole and for all groups of students. 

 
 

 How is the suspension rate calculated? 
 
For the School Balanced Scorecard, we are looking at the proportion of students who received one or more 
suspension during the school year, rather than looking at the number of suspension incidents. 

 
A school’s suspension rate for the School Balanced Scorecard is calculated by taking the number of students who 
received one or more out-of-school suspension throughout the year, and dividing that number by the school’s active 
student enrollment at the end of the year. End-of-year enrollment data are pulled two weeks after the close of school 
to allow for updated final year-end data. 

 

Suspensions	  
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Note #1:  This end-of-year active enrollment count is different than the school enrollment totals used to calculate 
the rate for the monthly year-to-date “Students Receiving Suspensions” reports.  These reports are based on the 
current active student count at the time the report is run. 

 
Note #2: The end-of-year active enrollment is an inaccurate denominator for schools that experience high student 
mobility, such as our continuation high schools.  Students come and go throughout the year, and if they are 
suspended from a particular school, they are counted in the numerator but not necessarily in the denominator if they 
are not still actively enrolled at that same school at the very end of the school year. This can artificially increase the 
suspension rates for these high-mobility schools.  Over the next school year, we will begin to address this issue to 
develop a more accurate suspension rate for high mobility schools. 
 
 

 
 

 What are Common Core State Standards? 
 
Prior to the development of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), each state adopted its own standards for what 
students should know and be able to do, and each state administered its own assessments aligned to individual state 
standards that varied widely across the nation. Given the demands of educating students for the realities of the 21st 
century, national educators in 2008 developed a set of standards in English Language Arts and Mathematics that are 
designed to better prepare U.S. students for success in college, career, and to compete in the global economy.  So far, 
45 states (including California), the District of Columbia, four U.S. territories, and the Department of Defense 
Education Activity have adopted the Common Core State Standards. 
 
The Oakland Unified School District, like all other districts across California, is now in the process of transitioning and 
implementing the Common Core State Standards. Full implementation of the new standards and aligned 
assessments is expected by 2014-15. California and at least 21 other states will be implementing assessments 
developed by the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium. Results from these will also allow California to compare 
its results with other states, using a common measuring stick. 
 
 

 Why focus on 100% participation in Common Core-aligned district assessments? 
 
The Common Core State Standards call upon students to demonstrate critical thinking, evidence-based writing, and 
the ability to solve complex problems and to read and understand complex texts. Our district performance 
assessments in mathematics and writing are designed to give students exposure and practice in the kinds of 
assessments that measure mastery of Common Core standards of learning. These assessments are currently 
administered on paper. However, in the future, students will take them online. 
 
So part of transitioning to the Common Core State Standards means ensuring that all students are participating in 
Common Core-aligned assessments, like the Math Performance Tasks, Science Writing Task (SWT), Performance 
Writing Task (PWT), and this year’s History Writing Task. These assessments were first introduced to the district in 
2011-12 for math and in 2012-13 for the SWT and PWT, but participation has not yet become universal across all 
schools.  
 
 
 
 

Common Core State Standards	  
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 Why focus on participation and not performance? 

 
On the School Balanced Scorecard, we focus on participation to ensure that all students have the opportunity to 
experience the assessments, which are a big departure from the past decade of mostly multiple-choice tests.  
 
We are still in the early phases of the instructional shift to the Common Core State Standards.  We spent last year 
continuing to learn how to score math performance tasks, and learning to use a new rubric that identifies Common 
Core reading and writing standards to score the newly developed writing tasks. We are still in the process of selecting 
anchor papers to illustrate each score level on the writing rubrics and to calibrate across the system regarding what 
mastery looks like.  This means that we are still learning to look closely at student work and to score the performance 
tasks in a way that is consistent, fair, and meaningful across classrooms and schools. 
 
 

 What is a Math Performance Task? 
 
For the past two years, we have included math performance tasks in our K-Geometry Math Benchmark Assessments. 
 These Common Core aligned performance tasks require that students demonstrate mathematical reasoning and 
engage in solving complex mathematical problems, rather than simply choosing the correct answer on a multiple 
choice test.  
 
All students in grades K-9 take these benchmarks two to three times a year.  Performance results serve as a source of 
data-driven decision making at the classroom, school, and district levels. The results also provide insights into 
students’ mathematical thinking and reasoning, as well as possible misconceptions to inform instruction. 
 
 

 What is the Science Writing Task? 
 
The Science Writing Task (SWT) is a writing task with Science content. In 2013-14, the SWT will be administered to all 
students in grades 3-5, three times a year. The SWT measures student mastery of the Common Core standards 
aligned to evidence-based opinion writing.  Students gain necessary science content knowledge for each of the 
Science Writing Tasks (Earth Science, Life Science, Physical Science) through use of the FOSS kit curriculum developed 
by UC Berkeley’s Lawrence Hall of Science. 
 
Last year, SWT performance results were used to inform instructional next steps at the classroom level.  At the district 
level, student exemplars and anchor papers were identified to inform the scoring of writing samples this year. 
 
 

 What is the Performance Writing Task? 
 
The Performance Writing Task (PWT) is an evidence-based argumentative writing task aligned to Common Core 
standards for writing and reading. In 2013-14, the Performance Writing Task (PWT) will be administered to all 
students in grades 6-12 once in the fall, and will be replaced by the History Writing Task in winter and spring.  
 
In 2012-13, the PWT was administered three times during the year. A sample of PWT performance results were used 
to inform instructional next steps in English courses.  At the district level, student writing was scored by teacher 
leaders to identify performance trends and next steps in developing scoring and professional learning modules. 
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 What is the History Writing Task? 

 
In 2012-13, teacher leaders from History and English departments came together to align existing Process Writing 
Assessments (PWA) and Document Based Question (DBQ) assessments to the Common Core standards.  Their efforts 
resulted in the new History Writing Task (HWT).   
 
In 2013-14, the HWT will be administered to all students in grades 6-12 two times; once in winter and once in spring. 
 The HWT measures student mastery of evidence-based argumentative writing with History content. 
 
In 2013-14, HWT performance results will be used to inform instructional next steps in both English and History 
courses.  At the district level, student writing samples will be collected and analyzed to identify student exemplars 
and anchor papers to support more reliable and verifiable scoring the following year. 
 
 

 How are participation rates calculated? 
 
Participation rates are calculated for each administration of each assessment by dividing the number of students who 
took the assessment by the total number of students enrolled at the school at the end of the testing window who 
were expected to take the assessment. For example, all students in grades 3-5 who are not in Special Day Classes are 
expected to take the Science Writing Task. 
 
Note: No participation rates are reported for the Performance Writing Task.  This year, a system will be introduced to 
collect participation for all students in grades 6-12 who are expected to take the Performance Writing Task and the 
new History Writing Task. 
 
 

 
 

 What is the Scholastic Reading Inventory? 
 
The Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) is a research-based reading assessment that measures reading 
comprehension using the Lexile Framework for Reading. The SRI was introduced district-wide in 2011-12 as a 
screening assessment of reading levels for all non-Special Day Class (SDC) students in grades 2-12. There are three 
administrations of the SRI annually -- at the beginning, middle, and end of the school year. The SRI is administered 
electronically or in a paper and pencil version.   
 
All secondary schools and almost all elementary schools are now using the electronic SRI rather than the paper and 
pencil version.  The electronic SRI is preferable and more accurate, as it is a computer adaptive test.  This means that 
each student takes a unique and customized test.   Based on student responses, the computer adapts the difficulty of 
the next question. A correct answer generates a more difficult next item, while an incorrect answer generates an 
easier next item. This process continues until a student reaches his or her highest level.  In some rare cases, we see 
fourth and fifth grade students who scored at an 11th grade lexile level. Lexile scores on the electronic SRI are 
available immediately, giving students and teachers immediate feedback.   
 
There are many ways the lexiles can be used to promote a culture of reading within our schools.  For example, 
students can use their lexile scores to choose “just right” independent reading books from leveled libraries in their 
classrooms and schools, and teachers can use lexile scores to plan guided reading groups.  Middle school and high 

Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI)	  
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school students can set individual goals for reaching the lexile level needed to pass the California High School Exit 
Exam in English Language Arts, or to be able to read the Driver’s Manual in preparation for taking the test for a 
driver’s license, or to read college-level texts. 
 
 

 Why focus on the Scholastic Reading Inventory? 
 
Prior to adopting the SRI, OUSD had no system-wide assessment that measured the reading level of all of our 
students, or that measured individual growth in reading levels over time.  The SRI provides critical information about 
reading, which is key to student success in every content area. 
 
The Scorecard therefore focuses on the percent of students making one or more years of lexile gains between the 
first and last administrations, with the expectation that every year of instruction should contribute to a student’s 
reading level by at least one year. Because this rate measures individual growth, it requires that all students take 
both the initial and end-of-year administration of the SRI. Therefore, the Scorecard also emphasizes 100% 
participation. 
 
 

 How is the percent of students making one or more years of lexile gains calculated? 
 
The percent of students who make one or more years of growth is calculated by taking the number of students 
whose lexile scores grew by one or more years between the first and last administration (or remained at grade 11 
levels) and dividing by the total number of non-Special Day Class students in grades 2-12 who are enrolled at the 
school at the end of the year.  
 
By the end of the 11th grade, students should reach the college and career ready reading level (lexile 1300 or higher). 
For this reason, SRI does not define grade level performance for 12th graders. Therefore, students already reading at 
grade 11 level and who maintain that reading level in both administrations are counted as meeting the target. 
 
Rates for students making no growth or negative growth are similarly calculated by comparing their reading levels 
between the first and last administration. Note that students who did not take one or both administrations are 
considered “no matches” and therefore no growth data is available for them. 

 
 

 How is the participation rate calculated? 
 
Participation rates are calculated for each administration by dividing the number of students who took the 
assessment by the total number of non-SDC grade 2-12 students enrolled at the school at the end of the testing 
window. 
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 Who is counted in the cohort? 
 
California began using the cohort method in 2010. The four-year cohort is based on first-time 9th grade students and 
is adjusted over time as students leave (transfer out, emigrate to another country, or pass away) or as new students 
enroll. Students who drop out are counted as part of the cohort, along with who remain enrolled after four years.  

 
 

 Why focus on both cohort graduation and cohort dropout rates? 
 
Most high school students should be able to graduate in four years, with their ninth grade cohort.  Thus, the cohort 
graduation rate is an indication that students are on track throughout their four years of high school. 
 
At the same time, we recognize that graduation -- whether with one’s cohort or not -- is clearly an important 
milestone in preparing students for college, career, and life. For this reason, the district is also focused on reducing 
cohort dropout rates and holding onto students who need an extra summer or an extra year or more to reach that 
graduation milestone. This means focusing on reducing the cohort dropout rate, and acknowledging that Oakland 
high schools are holding onto and graduating more students at a later date. Though these later graduates are not 
counted in the cohort graduation rate, they are high school graduates. 

 
 

 How is the cohort graduation rate calculated? 
 
The cohort graduation rate is calculated by taking the number of students who graduate with a regular high school 
diploma in four years or less and dividing by the total number of students who form the adjusted cohort for that 
graduating class. 
 
Note: The California Department of Education does not publish cohort outcomes data for Dewey Academy or Street 
Academy, two of Oakland’s Alternative Schools Accountability Model (ASAM) schools. 
 

 
 How is the cohort dropout rate calculated? 

 
The cohort dropout rate is calculated by taking the number of cohort students who leave the 9-12 instructional 
system without a high school diploma, GED, or special education certificate of completion and do not remain 
enrolled after the end of the fourth year, and dividing by the total number of students who form the adjusted cohort 
for that graduating class. 
 

 
 When will the 2012-13 graduation and dropout rates be available? 

 
The California Department of Education calculates and releases cohort graduation and dropout rates each year. The 
data are typically released more than six months after students graduate because the state needs to identify students 
who may have been reported as potential dropouts, but who have actually enrolled in another California district,  
re-enrolled after a period of being out of school, etc. 
 
 

Cohort Graduation and Dropout	  
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 What is A-G? 
 
In order to be eligible for admission to the University of California or California State University system, California 
high school students must meet the A-G high school course requirements with a grade of “C” or better. Specifically, 
students must complete a set of 15 college-preparatory courses drawn from seven subject areas. Each subject area is 
identified with a letter, from A to G: 

 
A. History/Social Science: 2 years 
B. English: 4 years 
C. Math: 3 years (Algebra 1 and higher) 
D. Lab Science: 2 years 
E. World Language: 2 years 
F. Visual and Performing Arts: 1 year 
G. College-Prep Electives: 1 year 

 
 

 Why focus on 12th grade graduates meeting A-G? 
 
Twelfth grade graduates who do not meet A-G requirements are not eligible for admission to a UC/CSU campus as 
freshmen. Therefore, meeting A-G course requirements is an important step in becoming college ready in California. 
Note that there are two components to this requirement: 1) students must enroll in the right sequence of A-G 
courses, and 2) they must obtain a grade of “C” or better in each required course.  

 
 How is the A-G rate calculated?  

 
The A-G completion rate is calculated by taking the number of 12th grade graduates who completed all A-G courses 
with a grade of “C” or better, and dividing by all 12th grade graduates. 
 
 

 
 

 What is the CAHSEE? 
 
All high school students in California must pass a test to earn a high school diploma, with the exception of some 
students with disabilities. The test is called the CAHSEE (California High School Exit Exam). California created the test 
– which went into effect for the Class of 2006 -- to improve student achievement in high schools. The test helps to 
ensure that students graduate from high school with a certain level of skills in reading, writing, and math. 
 
 
 
 
 

A-G Completion	  

CAHSEE	  
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 Why focus on the 10th grade CAHSEE pass rate? 
 
Students take this test in grade 10.  The test consists of an English Language Arts section and a Mathematics section, 
and students must pass both parts.  The CAHSEE is aligned to California content standards for English Language Arts 
through grade 10, and is aligned to the California standards for Mathematics through the first part of Algebra 1. 
 
If students do not pass one or both parts of the test in grade 10, they have two more chances to take the test in grade 
11, and up to five times to take the test through grade 12.  If students pass one section but not the other, they only 
re-take the section of the test that they still need to pass. 
 
Since the test is at a 10th grade level or lower, the Scorecard focuses on the 10th grade CAHSEE pass rate as a 
measure of whether most 10th graders are at or above grade level and on-track to graduate. 
 

 
 How is the CAHSEE 10th grade passing rate calculated? 

 
The CAHSEE 10th grade passing rate is calculated by taking the number of 10th grade CAHSEE test takers who passed 
both the English Language Arts and Mathematics sections of the test, and dividing by all actively enrolled 10th 
graders at the end of the school year. 
 
 

 
 

 What is the PSAT? 
 
Like the SAT, the Preliminary SAT (or PSAT) is a college readiness test that is designed to measure whether students 
are “on-track” for college. It measures critical reading, mathematical reasoning, and writing skills and knowledge that 
are important for success in college. 
 
The test is administered in October.  Students are able to take it once per year. 
 
 

 Why focus on 10th grade participation in the PSAT? 
 
OUSD pays for all 10th grade students (except for the severely disabled) to take the PSAT in the 10th grade in order to 
help students prepare for college.  The PSAT covers the same topics as the SAT, and therefore helps students become 
familiar with SAT content and format. In fact, students who take the PSAT score an average of 146 points higher on 
the SAT than those who do not. The PSAT also provides a College Readiness benchmark for students and lets 
students know what they can work on to raise their SAT scores in the future. 
 
In addition, those students with high PSAT scores can take the test again in 11th grade to possibly qualify for 
recognition in the National Merit® Scholarship Program. 
 

 
 
 
 

PSAT	  
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 How is the participation rate calculated? 
 
The participation rate is calculated by taking the total number of 10th grade PSAT test takers during a given school 
year and dividing by the total number of 10th grade students, except for severely disabled students. 
 
 

 
 

 What is Advancement Placement? 
 
Advanced Placement (AP) is a program created by The College Board offering college-level courses and tests in high 
school, taught by specially trained high school teachers. These courses are called Advanced Placement because 
students who score high enough on an AP test can receive a semester or a year of college credit in that content area 
and may be eligible as a college freshman to take higher level college courses in that content area. 

 
AP tests are administered each year in May. They were rigorously developed and test a student’s ability to perform at 
a college level. Students who take the AP exam earn a score ranging from 1 to 5. The College Board defines the 
numbers as follows: 
 

5. Extremely well qualified to receive college credit 
4. Well qualified to receive college credit 
3. Qualified to receive college credit 
2. Possibly qualified to receive college credit 
1. No recommendation to receive college credit 

 
In some cases, a student is already well prepared in a content area, as in the case of those immigrant students with 
high levels of fluency and literacy in a language other than English, or students who took high level courses 
elsewhere. These students can take the AP test without taking an AP course, and depending on their scores, they 
may be eligible (depending on the college) to receive college credit or advanced standing in college.  

 
 Why focus on students completing AP courses? 

 
As part of preparing students for college and career, we want to encourage and support students to take challenging 
high school courses, including AP courses.  However, it is not enough to simply enroll in the course -- it is important 
to complete the year-long course, and to take the AP exam.  
 
 

 Why focus on students earning a score of “3” or better in AP exams? 
 
This is the minimum score needed to receive college credit and is considered “passing.” 
 

 
 How is the participation rate calculated? 

 
The participation rate is calculated by determining the number of individual students who took one or more AP 
courses during a given school year, then dividing this number by the number of students in grades 10-12.   
 

Advanced Placement	  


